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Company DAT CON offers comprehensive solutions in the field 
of transport, which include Passenger Information on displays, 
software and a variety of modules that provide additional options 
of system solutions. All solutions are customized to customer 
requirements and in line with current trends.
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As transit service continues to evolve, passenger information 
systems are quickly becoming a mainstay in today’s public tran-
sit domain. Integrated systems that keep passengers informed 
along their journey are increasingly in demand, and transit 
agencies must find a way to keep up with this need. A passen-
ger information system is the key communications link between 
a transit agency and their riders. Passenger information tech-
nology lets a transit agency communicate with its passengers 
to provide them with real-time bus location and status updates, 
schedule data and timely announcements. 
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advantageS

PIS

Keeping passengers informed easing orientation and allowing 
them to plan their journey better increases passenger comfort 
and satisfaction. It may include line maps, entertainment, adver-
tisements, bus current position, next station, line number, bus 
destination, estimated departure time, estimated arrival time, 
connections, and information about disruptions.

Software TT-InfoDat-PIS/BUS transfers real time information 
about the arrival of buses at bus stops to passengers. Operation 
of the system is based on the perception of bus locations using 
tracking device and then sending this information to a common 
control center. Information about bus locations and estimated 
arrival at the bus stops according to predetermined algorithms 
is converted and displayed on the LED information displays.

AT A STATION Or A STOP, 
IT IS NOrmAL TO PrOvIDE 
UP TO DATE PrEDICTIONS Of:

- The next vehicle to arrive, including its route and destination
- Time of arrival 
- How closely it is running to timetable
- Similar information for the following services
- Other information that may be useful to the passenger 
 in understanding the implications for their travel plans

ON A vEHICLE, 
IT IS NOrmAL TO PrOvIDE 
UP TO DATE PrEDICTIONS Of:

- Next station or stop
- Time of arrival
- How closely it is running to timetable
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- Comprehensive information system
- Optimum running costs
- Customers satisfaction
- reduced percieved wait time for customers
- Increased dispatch efficiency
- No more guesswork for customers
- High funcional reliability

Information displays play a very big role in transportation sector 
so the software is compatible with different types of displays that 
are tailored to user requirements in terms of size, intensity, LCD 
or LED technology and weather protection. They are designed to 
meet demanding environmental conditions for outdoor and as 
well for semi-outdoor and indoor aplications. Generally outdoor 
displays are composed of higher protection, higher luminosity 
and decreased viewing angle. Semi-outdoor and indoor displays 
are unlike outdoor displays composed of lower protection and 
provide information with lower luminosity and wider viewing angle.
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